
Jumpking Canopies 

Jumpking  Canopies are a fun accessory to our Jumpking Trampoline range. 
 
A trampoline canopy is perfect for keeping the sunshine, light rainy showers and debris off the trampoline whilst in use. The 
Canopy must be taken off overnight or when not in use as bad weather can damage them.   

We recommend the use of a trampoline tie down kit with all Jumpking trampolines. Take a look at our trampoline tent range 
too, designed to simply fit over the top, brightening up your little ones imaginations. 

Jumpking Canopies are designed and manufactured to fit Jumpking Trampolines but in some cases they may fit another brand 
but need to be same in style for it to be compatible. Please read on to see if your model could be compatible. 

 

 

 

10ft Jumpking Butterfly Canopy 

7t x 10ft Oval  Jumpking Green Tent Canopy 

14ft x 17ft  Jumpking Oval Canopy 

6t x 9ft Rectangular  Jumpking Circus Canopy 

7ft x 10ft  Jumpking Oval Star Canopy 

IMPORTANT MESSAGE 

Canopy Size Change: Please note if you own the 2016 JumpPOD Classic , Deluxe or Inground trampoline with enclosure, you will need to 
buy the next size up Canopy. For example, a 10ft JumpPOD Classic will need a 12ft Canopy, a 10ft Canopy will be too small. We do not have  
canopies that will fit the 14ft models of this year. This does not apply to the Ovals or pre 2016 round models with the straight bottom  
enclosure poles.  

The round canopy's have four staps only, the 2016 on wards range have five enclosure poles. The canopy's will fit, but the four straps will not 
be positioned to fit the five enclosure poles. 

To see our full range of canopies please visit  

www.jumpking.eu/trampoline-accessories/canopy 
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Please remember to take the canopy off when not in use and overnight 

as strong winds and rain may cause it damage - this damage would 

not be covered under warranty.  



Will a Jumpking Canopy fit any model of trampoline? 

Jumpking Canopies are designed and manufactured to fit Jumpking Trampolines.  

They will however fit some other makes of trampolines.   

How the Canopy fits:  

The width of our trampolines enclosure poles and hoop are the same width as the trampoline bed.   

For example, a 10ft Jumpking Trampoline has a 10ft frame, but the trampoline bed and enclosure hoop is 8ft.   

If your trampolines enclosure poles and hoop are wider than the trampoline bed and enclosure hoop, our canopies will not fit. 

The canopies attach by the use of side straps and by a hook at the end of the strap, this hook attaches to the D ring on the bed 

of the trampoline, underneath the surround pad. Our grey and green canopies have no straps  and  attaches to the G3 hoop 

Unsure whether your enclosure hoop is the same 

size as the bed?  

Drop the enclosure and lay the hoop on the bed and you 

will see if they are the same size. 

10ft Frame 

8ft Trampoline Bed 

8ft Enclosure Hoop 

10ft JumpKing® Trampoline 
10ft JumpKing® Butterfly Canopy 
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The image shows a style of trampoline that canopies will not 

fit, the enclosure hoop is larger than the trampoline bed. 

Jumpking Canopies will not fit this style. 

Read on as we have a small guide to help you identify if  

the model of trampoline or a different brand will be  

compatible to use with our canopies. 

Quick Advice! 



Will a Jumpking Canopy fit any model of trampoline? 

To make life simpler we have put together a small list of models of Jumpking Trampolines and some other brands of  

trampoline to help identify whether a canopy will fit your trampoline. 

Jumpking®  12ft In-Ground Trampoline 

Canopies will not fit this model of trampoline as the net funnels at the top and the G3 is 

bigger than the bed. 

Jumpking®  JumpPOD DeluxeV2  

Canopies are designed to fit this style of trampoline.  

The G3 rod is the same size as the jumping bed so it will fit and will make a fun addition to 

your trampoline! 

Jumpking®  JumpPOD Deluxe 2016 | Blue Pad 

Canopies will not fit on this model of trampoline as the enclosure net funnels out. This 

trampoline also has 5 enclosure poles,  the straps will not line up. 

Canopies will fit on the top of the 2017 version, but the straps will be in the wrong place. 

Jumpking®  Combo 

Canopies are designed to fit our old style combo trampolines.  

The G3 rod is the same size as the jumping bed so it will fit. 

Jumpking®  JumpPOD Classic Premium 2016 

Canopies will not fit the 2016 model of this trampoline as the enclosure net funnels at the 

top. Canopies will fit on the top of the 2017 model of this trampoline, but the straps will 

be in the wrong place. 

 

Jumpking®  12ft Premium 

Canopies are designed to fit this style of trampoline.  

The G3 rod is the same size as the jumping bed so it will fit and will make a fun addition to 

your trampoline! 
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EXIT®  8ft Black Edition 
Trampoline 

Canopies will not fit this trampoline because the G3 rod is the same size as the frame of 

the trampoline and the G3 is not a solid hoop 

EXIT®   12ft Twist 
Trampoline 

Canopies will not fit on this style trampoline as there is no G3 hoop 

EXIT®   14ft Supreme All-in-1  
Trampoline 

Canopies will not fit on this style trampoline as the G3 is the same size as the frame 

Plum®   10ft  
Trampoline & Enclosure 
 

Canopies will fit this trampoline, but the straps won’t line up with the enclosure poles 

and won’t look like it should do and attaching will be difficult. 

Plum®   8ft Space Zone II  
 

Canopies will not fit this trampoline because the G3 rod is the same size as the frame 

of the trampoline. 

Plum®   12ft Latitude Springsafe®   
Trampoline & Enclosure 
 

Canopies will not fit this trampoline because the G3 rod is the same size as the frame of 

the trampoline. 

Bazoongi 8ft Trampoline 

Canopies are designed to fit this style of trampoline  

The G3 rod is the same size as the jumping bed so it will fit. 
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Sportspower  
Trampoline with Folding Enclosure  

Canopies will not fit this trampoline as the G3 hoop is bigger than the jumping bed. 

The G3 rod is the same size as the jumping bed so it will not fit. 

Sportspower Pro  
Trampoline  
 

Canopies may fit on this trampoline, but the straps will not line  as  there are only three 

enclosure poles on this model of trampoline & won’t fit like it should do. 

Sportspower Premium 10ft  
Trampoline  
 

Canopies may not fit this trampoline due to the shape of the enclosure. 
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